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Always Improving
At Tomahawk Live Trap we are continuously looking for
ways to improve our products. Keeping an open mind and
listening to our customers is part of the culture at Tomahawk
and we take every suggestion seriously. Recently we had a
complaint that our transfer cages were not as safe as they
could be. The edges of the removable tray in our cages
were not folded and occasionally this would leave a sharp
edge if our cutting shear had become dull over time. Because of this complaint our development team took the time
to find a new process for making the tray with a folded hem
around the edges. This fold eliminates any chance of a sharp
edge on the tray making our cages safer for animals feet and
less stressful for those of you handling them.



New Transfer &
Squeeze Cages
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Punxsutawney Phil

Discount Code
Save 10% on your
next order at
www.livetrap.com
Use discount code
DCWNL2017
Coupon code valid
once per customer.
Use all capital letters when entering
the code.
Expires 04/01/17

If you have a suggestion on how we can improve a product please let us know! We
take the time to read all suggestions and take them all seriously. Email your suggestions
& comments to us at trapem@livetrap.com. Thank you!

New Transfer &
Squeeze Cages!
Three new cages are available for transporting and examining animals. All three models are
based off of model 306NC, the Neighborhood
Cats transfer cage, but have extra design features that make them unique. Features that have
been carried over and are standard throughout
all of these cages are; top of the cage door latches, extra large hand protectors, two large handles for easy carrying and an easy to clean removable tray.
Model 306NCSQ is a squeeze cage with one
transfer door and a squeeze panel to push animals against one side of the cage for examination or injections directly in the cage.

Model 306NCSQ
Squeeze Cage

Model 306NC2
Transfer Cage with Doors
on Both Ends

Model 306NC2 is a transfer cage that features removable doors on both ends.
Model 306NC2SQ is a squeeze cage that
features removable doors on both ends and a
squeeze panel for pushing animals against one
side of the cage. This allows for examinations or
injections directly in the cage.
306NC2SQ
Squeeze Cage with
doors on both ends.

Cage to Cage Connector
Over a year ago we released a Trap to Cage connector which allows you
to affix transfer cages to traps. The product was made to create extra
space for animals when housing them in traps during post surgery recovery
or lengthy observation stays. Often this extra space is used for a litter tray
giving the animal a separate place away from feces and urine to lay, sleep
and recover.
This year we are adding a Cage to Cage connector, model C307, which
allows our customers even more options for extra housing space. For example if you were to use our new two door transfer cage, model 306NC2,
you could connect this to your trap, then a second cage could be connected
to the back of that cage. This makes feeding, cleaning and transporting between cages almost effortless. Using trap dividers, our new two door transfer cages and connection pieces, the possibilities are endless for housing
feral cats without ever having to physically touch them.

Transfer Cage Covers
Covers are great for calming caged animals because they feel safer
and not as exposed. It also puts an extra layer of protection between
you and the animal reducing any chance of being scratched while carrying the cage. Transporting caged animals can be stressful for them,
this cover will help keep them calm. Our plastic covers are made
from .090 low density polyethylene that is UV protected. They are durable, easy to clean, and fold flat for easy storage. Each cage cover is
made to fit exact cage models with custom cut outs for handles and
locking clips to ensure a proper fit for your cage. These covers are
available for all of our cages and can be custom for other cages also.

Plastic Cage Cover on

Plastic Cage Cover on

Cage Model 306

Cage Model 306NC

New Ton Jones
Snake Product Line
Tomahawk has partnered with Ton Jones to promote a new line of
snake products made for professional snake handlers. We are manufacturing all of these products in house. They are now available for
purchase and listed on our website.
Ton Jones is a 20+ year entertainment veteran, he has worked
both behind the scenes and in front of the camera. He got his start
as a stunt man in 1995 and has since gone on to act in such productions as CSI: New York, Rock Star, The Huntress, MTV Flipped and
many others. He has worked behind the scenes as an animal handler for entertainment in many different productions including music
videos and motion pictures. Specializing in snakes and reptiles.
Ton’s imposing and tattooed physique paired with his gregarious and
genuine personality is something unmatched in the business.
Ton starred as the co-host of the hit reality show “Auction Hunters” on Spike TV. And now travels the country attending national conventions and doing product Testing and development under the
brand Research & Destruction a division of Ton Jones Inc. We look
forward to working with him going forward to promote a new line of
snake handling equipment.

You can view the full line of Ton Jones
Snake Products by clicking here.

New Ton Jones Snake Products
Ton Jones Stump Rippers
The Ton Jones Stump Rippers are designed for turning over
logs, rocks and other materials when searching snakes.
They are available in 20", 30” and 40” lengths and are made
from .090 thick tempered aluminum tube that feature a neoprene 12" grip that provides comfort and a non-slip grip
even in wet conditions. The hook end of the ripper is made
of 3/8" Stainless Steel and will hold up against large rocks,
logs, and anything else you want to throw at it. The hook
bend allows the ripper to be used with either hand.

Ton Jones Snake Hooks
Ton Jones Snake Hooks are available with standard or
double thick heavy duty poles. The shaft features a 12" non
-slip neoprene grip and the hook is made from 9/32"
stainless steel with a 3½" opening.
Ton Jones Snake Tongs
Ton Jones Snake Tongs featuring a 22 degree bend at the
jaw end of the tube which keeps the jaw head flat on the
ground while handling snakes and reptiles. You can work
comfortably all day long without even bending over with
this tool. Ton Jones tongs are available in standard 1” wide
jaws or deluxe 2.5” wide jaws. They are also available with a
standard shaft or double thick super tube shaft.
Tone Jones Snake Pinning Heads
Ton Jones Series pinning tools are available in 2” or 3” wide
pinning heads. The pinning surface is made of surgical tubing that will hold snakes down without causing injury.

Professional Development

Six More Weeks of Winter!
Although we are not excited about having six
more weeks of winter we were very thrilled to see
our gloves being used to handle the most famous
weather forecaster, Punxsutawney Phil himself!
It’s always a great idea to wear gloves that feature
bite protection such as Kevlar, Cordura and Spectra materials. Although no glove should ever be
considered 100% bite proof these materials are
designed to catch teeth, claws, beaks and talons
before they puncture skin. We offer a wide variety
of gloves with different options for protection
and dexterity. You can view our glove selection by
clicking the picture below.

Tomahawk Live Trap works
with government organizations, professional animal
control specialists, rescue
groups and individuals
around the world to create
the most effective, reliable
and durable animal handling
products. If you have a need
for custom animal equipment
please contact us for a quote.
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